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Sargassum began washing
up on the beaches and
coastlines of the
Caribbean islands,
equatorial western Africa,
and equatorial Brazil in
2011. The phenomenon
re-occurred in 2014 and
2015.

Where did the Sargassum come from, and
why did this happen?
Hypothesis # 1:
The Sargassum came from the only known source of Sargassum in
the Atlantic Ocean , the Sargasso Sea, after being blown into the
eastern North Atlantic by anomalous westerly winds caused by an
extreme negative phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). The
Sargassum then drifted south and west with the prevailing seasonal
Trade Winds and currents to reach the tropical Atlantic.

The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
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A negative NAO (right panel) causes the westerlies to move farther
south and the Trade Winds to weaken compared to a positive NAO
(left panel). A negative NAO also leads to very cold temperatures
along the US east coast. Graphic from https://www.whoi.edu/page.do?pid=8916&tid=7342&cid=24777

The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index reached its lowest value
on record since 1895 during late 2010. Note the extremely low
values in December 2009, December 2010, and March 2013.

What were the winds like during the 2010 and 2013
negative NAO events compared to climatology?

We can answer this question using wind data from
the National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) reanalysis model.

Climatological JFM
winds (in m/s) from
2008 to 2015 are
shown in the upper
panel. Note the
winds within and to
the east of the
Sargasso Sea (black
oval).

Winds from JFM 2010
during the NAO wind
anomaly are shown in
the lower panel. The
strong, anomalous
eastward winds (red
vectors between 30
and 40N) extend east
of 20W.

Climatological March
winds from 2008 to
2015 are shown in the
upper panel.

Winds from March
2013, during the wind
anomaly triggered by
the recurrent negative
NAO, are shown in the
lower panel. This wind
anomaly is even
stronger than that of
2010.
Note the strong southwestward Trade Winds
between 20N and the
equator in all 4 panels.

A time series of NCEP zonal winds from the northern Sargasso Sea
shows the strengthening of the westerlies (positive U) in 2010 and
again in March 2013. This would cause Sargassum to be blown to the
east out of the northern Sargasso Sea. The surface currents also
increased to the east and south via Ekman dynamics (not shown).

A time series of NCEP zonal winds from the southern Sargasso Sea
shows an actual reversal of the Trade Winds from westward (negative
U) to eastward (positive U) in 2010 and again in March 2013. This
would cause Sargassum to be blown to the east out of the Sargasso
Sea. The surface currents were to the east and south (not shown).

Data from AOML’s Global Drifter Center were also used in the analysis.

What can we learn from satellite-tracked surface drifter
data from NOAA’s Global Drifter Program?

Surface drifters that have lost their drogues are likely to
behave very much like floating Sargassum. This
independent source of data confirms the large-scale
aspects of the wind anomalies.

This picture shows how an individual undrogued drifter responded to
the anomalous winds and currents. It was deployed in April 2007 in
the northern Sargasso Sea, and meandered slowly around under
normal winds and currents until Dec 2009, when it moved rapidly
east for several months before reversing its course to the southwest,
arriving and grounding near St. Kitts and Nevis in late 2010.

Is there another way to look at this?
We can look at maps of the average weekly number of
undrogued drifters at any given time in 5 deg by 5 deg
boxes in the North Atlantic. Their spatial patterns should
mimic the movement of floating patches of Sargassum.

This map of the weekly distribution of undrogued drifters shows the
convergence zone located within the North Atlantic subtropical gyre.
The picture does not change significantly on a seasonal basis.

This is the same analysis, but for JFM 2010. The NAO-induced wind
anomaly that began in December 2009 disrupted the climatological
pattern and blew the undrogued drifters rapidly to the east.

These are maps for JFM, AMJ, JAS, and OND 2010. The seasonal winds
and currents carried the drifters to the west and south into the North
Equatorial Countercurrent. The scene is set for the Sargassum events of
2011, and 2014-2015 given similar forcing in March 2013 (not shown).

Will the Sargassum accumulations continue to occur?
Is this the “new normal”?

Hypothesis # 2:
The Sargassum accumulations in the equatorial Atlantic
will be self-limiting due to the divergent nature of the
large-scale winds and currents in the tropical North
Atlantic.

This is a map of the annual mean drifter speed (cm/s) from the
Global Drifter Program web site. Note the very strong east/west
currents in the tropical North Atlantic and the Gulf Stream, and the
very weak or nearly absent currents in the subtropical North Atlantic.

This is a map of the status of the Global Drifter Array for the week of
October 24, 2016. Areas of convergence (accumulation) and
divergence (rapid dispersal) are easily seen in these maps. It is very
difficult for the Global Drifter Center to maintain drifter coverage in
the world’s equatorial regions for this reason.

Summary and Conclusions
• There was an unprecedented accumulation of Sargassum during
2011, 2014, and 2015 on the beaches of the Caribbean Sea,
equatorial West Africa, and equatorial Brazil.
• This was likely due to wind and current anomalies triggered by
record lows in the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) in 2010 and 2013
that caused the Sargassum to exit the Sargasso Sea and drift rapidly
to the east, after which it drifted south and west into the tropical
Atlantic with the prevailing seasonal Trade Winds and currents .
• Hypothesis # 1, that the Sargassum did in fact originate in the
Sargasso Sea, is supported by data from the NCEP reanalysis model
and data from the Global Drifter Program.
• Hypothesis # 2, that the Sargassum accumulation on both sides of
the tropical North Atlantic will be self-limiting due to the divergent
nature of the large-scale winds and currents there, remains to be
proven with time.

Future Work
• We intend to do a more in-depth, quantitative analysis of the
NCEP reanalysis and the drifter data sets to examine all of the
possible dynamical pathways for Sargassum to have reached the
areas experiencing the coastal accumulations during 2011 and
2014-2015.
• We plan to compare these results with new satellite ocean
color-based observations of floating Sargassum mats that are
being developed for prediction of Sargassum inundations.
• And finally, we hope to be able to provide an alternative
method for advance prediction of similar events, based on realtime observations of large-scale North Atlantic wind and current
anomalies.

Thank you!
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